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Chennai Telephones 

CHTDC0-11/17(16)/1/2023-ESTT-CHTD 

O/o Pr. General Manager (HR & A), 
78, Purasaiwalkam High 
Road, 
Chennai-600010. 

No: PGM (HR & A)/SEWA /2022-23/ 

Ref: 

BSNL 
BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED 

Subject: Adhoc Body of SEWA Chennai TD -Regarding 

(A Govt of India Enterprine) 

dated at Chennai the 

1. SEWA BSNL CHQ/2021-24 dated 6-1-2023 by Gs SEWA CHQ addressed to 
Sh S.Sathish Kumar with a copy marked to CGM, Chennai TD with subject 
"Disciplinary action for gross insubordination and involving in anti association 
activities and dissolution/dismissal of SEWA BSNL Chennai Telephones circle body 
by Governing Body of SEWA CHQ dated 05/01/2023 for not following the 
guidelines/directions and acting detrimental to SEWA BSNL". 

2. Your letter dated 08/04/2023 addressed to Sh. N.D.Ram, GS, SEWA BSNL CHQ with 

a copy marked to CGM, Chennai TD with subject " regarding objection for the 
disciplinary action taken against me on 06.01.2023 - dissolving the elected 
Governing body - approval of Adhoc body" 

The letters mentioned above in the reference may kindly be referred to. 

" Suspension, Dismissal and ban to function 

21/06/2023 

As per the letters under reference, it is understood that these are the correspondence 
made between CS, SEWA-CHENNAI TD & GS SEWA-CHQ, which are purely internal in nature 
and within SEWA. 

Chennai Telephones is no way related with the internal matters of SEWA. 
In this regard, extractions of the clauses in the constitution of SEWA are reproduced as 

follows 

Circle bodies of the association are bound to strictly folow the decisions of CHQ taken in the CWC 
or CHQ Governing body meetings. Guidelines and directions issued by CHQ time to time. In the 
same manner District level bodies are also bound to strictly follow the decisions of CHQ taken in 
the CWC or CHQ Governing body meeting. Guidelines and directions issued by CHQ time to time 
through representative Circles. If circle will not follow the decision of CWC, CHQ Governing body, 
guidelines and decisions issued by CHQ, then the CHQ Governing body can suspend/dismiss/ban to 
function the circle body after taking the approval by 2/3d majority in the governing body of CHQ 
and in the same manner, the Circle governing body can suspend/dismiss/ban to function the SSA/ 
District body after taking approval by 2/3* majority in the governing body of concerned Circle. 

" Any matter not conversed by the rules of the constitution or in case of any clarification/confusion/ misunderstanding related to the district governing body, Circle governing body. Office bearers and 
members the decision of CHQ governing body members with 2/3 majority will be final 
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As per the letters received from GS, SEWNA CHQ, it is hereby informed that Sh. S. Sathish 
Kumar is no longer Circle Secretary of SEWA, Chennai TD. Therefore, Sh. Sathish Kumar is 
hereby requested to hand over as directed by GS, SEWA-CHQ to newly constituted adhoc 
body of SEWA, Chennai TD (attached as annexure). 

To 

CHTDCO-11/17(16)/1/2023-ESTT-CHTD 

Shri. S. Sathish Kumar 
JE TXM Adyar 
Chennai TD. 

Copy for kind information to: 

1) PPS to CGM, Chennai TD 
2) CLO, SCT CELL, BSNL CO 
3) DGM SCT CELL, BSNL CO 
4) LO, SCT CELL, Chennai TD 
5) Shri. C. Dinesh Gandhi - for information 

PrincipalCéneralManager, 
HR & Admin, Chennai TD 
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